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Lisa is an accomplished author, researcher and entrepreneur who understands how technology
impacts society and changes behavior. Now, her groundbreaking new book, All the Time in The
World, explains what time is and how you can affect it for yourself.

Lives in Sedona where she teaches,
hikes and helps others create lives
of purpose and presence.

Founded nonprofit, Police2Peace, which
reimagines how the police see themselves
and how the community sees them to
uplift and heal communities.

Lisa’s passion is helping others with little
or no scientific or spiritual training
improve their lives and the world.

Earned a BA from Stanford University
and an MBA from Duke.

New book coming Oct 26 reveals how
science is revolutionizing our
understanding of time and, more
importantly, how we can affect it.

Studies the world in terms of data, best
practices and quantum science.

Follow her day to day at

LisaBroderick.com

AllTheTimeBook.com

Lisa Broderick is an accomplished senior executive whose career has been defined
by understanding how technology impacts society and changes behavior. She
studies the world in terms of data, best practices and quantum science. She also
explains the mystical, spiritual and miraculous in plain terms using modern scientific
approaches. Now, her groundbreaking new book, All the Time in the World, reveals
how new scientific literature is revolutionizing our understanding of what time is
and, more importantly, how we can affect it.
Lisa earned a BA from Stanford University and an MBA from Duke. She is a
Transcendental Meditation Sidha, attended the Monroe Institute for the exploration
of expanded states of consciousness, and studied imagery and dream reading at
the American Institute for Mental Imagery for 15 years with noted author and
teacher of Western spirituality Dr. Gerald Epstein.
Today, Lisa’s passion is helping others with little or no scientific or spiritual training
master their innate abilities with practices designed to improve their lives, their
relationships, and the world. She also uses her teaching and skills to guide the
nonprofit she founded, Police2Peace, which reimagines how the police see
themselves and how the community sees them using the term “peace officer.” In this
way, Police2Peace unites communities and police departments around programs
that uplift and heal them. Lisa has been featured in broadcast media, numerous
podcasts and online events.

